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of the media gathered to try to implement the agreements made at the Rio Summit (United Nations 2002). 
Some heralded the gathering as a success while others said it was a waste of time and money (MSNBC, 
2002). Key points agreed upon at the 2002 Summit include: 
     - Energy: Nations are committed to “urgently” increase the use of renewable energy sources, but the text 
also allows for the expanded use of modified hydroelectric dams and fossil fuels that pollute less. 
     - Chemicals: Chemicals will be produced and used in ways that minimize adverse effects on people and 
the environment by the year 2020. 
     - Water & Sanitation: Leaders aim to halve the number of people living without sanitation and potable 
drinking water by the year 2015. 
     - Biodiversity: Although no specific numbers or percentages are suggested, a goal was set to “significantly 
reduce” the loss of species by 2015. 
     - Fisheries: The text states that oceans are a vital part of ecosystems and an important source of food, in 
particular for people in poor countries. Nations pledged to maintain and restore diminished fish stocks to 
sustainable yileds by 2015. 
     - Trade: The declaration supports the phasing out of agricultural and other trade-distorting subsidies, but 
does not go as far to eliminate subsidies important to the U.S. and Europe. 
     - Governance: Nations recognized the need to promote democracy and eradicate corruption, but the text 
does not mandate good governance as a stipulation to receive foreign aid. 

Nevertheless, the debate continues in scientific, academic and political arenas. For example, the noted journal 
Land Economics recently published a Special Edition devoted entirely to the task of defining sustainability 
(Special Issue). Its 11 articles used principles of mathematics, economics, biology, and ethics to examine four 
aspects of sustainable development of particular interest to economists: a) how to maximize human welfare 
across generations; b) improving the calculations of the value of natural resources and environmental 
amenities in national income accounts; c) incorporating broader scientific, philosophic and institutional 
perspectives into economic analysis; and, d) formulating more effective and equitable public policies to 
promote sustainable development among regions and across generations. Also, whole books have been 
devoted to seeking a definition of sustainable development. For example, Atkinson et al. define it as, “non-
declining human wellbeing over time.” However, note that Atkinson et al. can be faulted for being 
impractically broad like the Brundtland definition. 

The 2002 Earth Summit held in Johannesburg, South Africa yielded mixed reviews from government, 
environmental and humanitarian groups.  From August 26th to September 4th 2002, some 22,000 delegates, 
heads of state, representatives of major group organizations, and members of the media gathered to put into 
action the agreements made at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.  Some heralded the gathering 
as a success while others said it was a waste of time and money.  United States Secretary of State Colin 
Powell called the Summit a "successful effort” saying, "I think it shows that we have a shared vision of how 
to move forward. I think it shows that the world is committed to sustainable development” (United Nations: 
Johannesburg Summit 2002: www.johannesburgsummit.org/).  Others did not see it that way: “The wealthy 
nat-ions have their heads in the sand,” said Australian Sen. Bob Brown, a member of the Greens party. “The 
world’s being let down. The interests of the next generation have been appallingly disenfranchised” 
(MSNBC: “Earth Summit ends in discord” http://stacks.msnbc.com/news/798955.asp). Key Points agreed 
upon at the summit include: 
     -Energy: Nations are committed to “urgently” increase the use of renewable energy sources, but the text 
also allows for the expanded use of modified hydroelectric dams and fossil fuels that pollute less.   
     -Chemicals: Chemicals will be produced and used in ways that minimize adverse effects on people and the 
environment by the year 2020. 
     -Water and sanitation: Leaders aim to halve the number of people living without sanitation and potable 
drinking water by the year 2015. 
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      -Biodiversity: Although no specific numbers or percentages are suggested, a goal was set to 
“significantly reduce” the loss of species by 2015
     -Fisheries: The text states that oceans are a vital part of ecosystems and an important source of food, 
in particular for people in poor countries.  Nations pledged to maintain restore diminished fish stocks to 
sustainable yields by 2015. 
     -Trade: The declaration supports the phasing out of agricultural and other trade-distorting subsidies 
but does not go as far to eliminate subsidies important to the U.S. and Europe. 
     -Good Governance: Nations recognized the need to promote democracy and eradicate corruption but 
the text does not mandate good governance as a stipulation to receive foreign aid. References and 
Websites of Interest:

Earth Summit 2002, Building Partnerships for Sustainable Development - An overview of what Earth 
Summit 2002 is, where it came from and what it will try to do.  www.earthsummit2002.org/ 

“Earth Summit approves final deal” CNN  
http://europe.cnn.com/2002/WORLD/africa/09/03/earth.resolve.glb/index.html  

“Earth Summit ends in discord” MSNBC staff and wire reporters  
 http://stacks.msnbc.com/news/798955.asp 

Johannesburg World Summit 2002 - United Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development Host 
Country Official Site 
www.joburgsummit2002.co.za/ 

The official United Nations website for the Johannesburg Summit 2002 – the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development   
www.johannesburgsummit.org/

World Summit on Sustainable Development Plan of Implementation 
http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/html/documents/summit_docs/2309_planfinal.htm 

What We Have Learned - Core Dimensions of Sustainability:

     It seems clear that human and environmental history, particularly in recent centuries, has taught us 
that discussion of the future of our world must include the following dimensions: 

     Quality of Life & H:uman Development 
          Though we have generally progressed quite dramatically in meeting humanity’s essential needs, 
80% of our global population lives in conditions of poverty (Ruckelshaus) and 20% of the earth’s 
people remain desperately poor without basic health services, the “global underclass” suffering without 
hope.

     Gender & Racial Equity 
           Most of the global underclass are indigenous peoples restricted to degrading reservations, 
undereducated women and children. 

      Understanding Nature 
            Biodiversity (rain forests, endangered species), carrying capacity (fisheries management), resource 
depletion (deserts, forests, ozone, soil fertility, clean air & water), changes in the natural order
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